Accelerate Quantum Research with Hardware-Agnostic Approach
Quantum computing has the potential to change the world as we know it by spurring breakthroughs in various scientific and industrial domains. Atos has taken a hardware-agnostic approach, in crafting quantum-powered supercomputers and enabling end-user applications. Atos' ambition is to be a major player in multiple domains:

1. Quantum programming and simulation
2. the next-generation quantum-powered supercomputers
3. Quantum expert consulting services
4. Quantum-safe cybersecurity
Atos Quantum Learning Machine, the highest-performing quantum simulator in the world

Replying on a vendor-agnostic approach, Atos was the first player to offer a quantum noise simulation module within its Atos QLM offering.

- The Atos QLM: The Atos QLM is a complete appliance offering a universal programming environment to avoid the vendor lock-in. It can simulate up to 41 qubits, on a simple business server physical dimension. The Atos QLM gathers universal quantum programming language (AQASM, Atos Quantum Assembly Language, quantum hybrid language based on Python), enabling programmers to develop their own algorithms on any existing or future quantum programming framework without the need to wait for quantum machines to be physically available. The Atos QLM has already been used as a front-end for actual Quantum Processing Units (like superconducting qubits or trapped ions) through some of our R&D partnerships and customers in the world.

- The Atos QLM E: Atos Quantum Learning Machine Enhanced is a new range of GPU-accelerated Atos Quantum Learning Machine. Atos QLM E offers an acceleration up to 12 times to simulate variational algorithms that are particularly well-suited for NISQ (Noisy Intermediate Scale Quantum) devices, which will be the first quantum accelerators to be commercialized in the next few years. Atos QLM E has been optimized to drastically reduce the compilation time of hybrid quantum-classical algorithms simulations, leading to quicker advancement in application research, particularly in accelerating the development of NISQ algorithms and hardware.

### Atos Quantum Learning Machine functional scope

#### Programming
- **AQASM**: Assembly language to build quantum circuits
- **pyAQASM**: Python extension to AQASM
- **QUB**: Binary format of quantum circuits
- Quantum algorithms: Variational Algorithms, such as QAOA and VQE

#### QPU
- **QPU**: Quantum processing unit simulation

#### Optimization
- Gate set rewriter
- Abstract gates
- Circuit optimizers
- Generic circuit optimizer
- Topology constraint solver

#### Simulation
- Simulators
- Different simulation modules for Circuit models
- Simulated Quantum Annealing
- Physics
- Physical noise models
- Gate-set tomography

Accelerate Quantum Research with Vendor-Agnostic Approach
Atos QLM User Club (QLUB)

Following on from the 6th meeting in December 2019 of its Quantum Scientific Council at its headquarters in Bezons, Atos, a global leader in digital transformation, today announced the creation of a global user group, which will be fully dedicated to Atos Quantum Learning Machine, the world’s highest-performing quantum programming appliance, launched in 2017. It will be chaired by Henri Calandra, Expert in Numerical Methods and High Performance Computing from French multi-national energy company Total. This QLM User Club aims to drive advances in quantum programming and simulation.

The QLM User Club will bring together current QLM customers and their ecosystems of users from around the world, including research centers, universities and global industrial companies. Its aim is to develop and enrich collaboration between users and share best practice and support. Feedback will be used to influence Atos’ QLM evolutions and further enhance the technical support that it provides its customers, paving the road towards the new world of quantum computing. The QLM User Club helps members to get the latest updates on the Atos Quantum program and get their voices heard on further Atos QLM developments. Furthermore, the members will be the first to try new Atos QLM and myQLM features!

The Atos QLM user community continues to grow: this platform is being used in numerous countries worldwide including Austria, Finland, France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Senegal, UK and the United States, empowering major research programs in various sectors like industry or energy.

“As an industry leader in Europe, Atos is committed to enrich its quantum research program in order to continue to provide researchers worldwide with the right conditions and solutions so that they may take advantage of the innovative opportunities provided by quantum computing” said Elie Girard, CEO of Atos “This agreement with Total ensures that we can continue to support our users and develop new advances in deep learning, algorithmics and artificial intelligence with the support of the breakthrough computing acceleration capacities that quantum simulation provides.”
Democratize access to quantum simulation with myQLM

The Atos Quantum Learning Machine allows researchers, engineers and students to develop and experiment with quantum software. Powered by a high-performance dedicated hardware infrastructure, the Atos QLM emulates execution as a genuine quantum computer would. Software developed on the Atos QLM can run on simulated, as well as on future quantum accelerators, without changing a line.

The Atos Quantum Learning Machine computes the exact execution of a quantum program, with double digit precision. It simulates the laws of physics, which are at the very heart of quantum computing. This is very different from existing quantum processors, which suffer from quantum noise, quantum decoherence, and manufacturing biases, as well as performance bottlenecks. Simulation on the Atos Quantum Learning Machine enables developers to focus on their applications and algorithms, without having to wait for quantum machines to be available.

Eighteen months after disclosing the world’s highest-performing quantum simulator in the world - the Atos Quantum Learning Machine, Atos launched myQLM to democratize the access to quantum simulation and encourage innovation for researchers, students and developers worldwide. myQLM enables researchers, students and developers to develop and simulate quantum programs on their own desktops, allowing the Atos QLM user ecosystems to develop quantum algorithms autonomously.

Derived from the Atos QLM simulator, myQLM is a python-based environment to develop and simulate quantum programs on one’s own desktop. The myQLM program consists of:
- The free distribution of myQLM software through a dedicated website: www.atos.net/myqlm. Users will be able to program in AQASM (Atos Quantum Assembly Language) and pyAQSM languages and test their programs through digital simulation on their own computers.
- The possibility to run programs developed with myQLM on a real Atos Quantum Learning Machine appliance through a dedicated portal with access fees.
- A myQLM user-led community for sharing best practice, exchange of libraries and quantum application codes and collaborative support.
- Interoperability with other quantum computing frameworks. Atos ensures openness and interoperability by providing open source translators from myQLM to other main quantum programming environments.

Develop quantum algorithms on your laptop
myQLM allows quantum computing researchers, students and developers to test their ideas directly from their laptops. We made available the optimized code of the Atos Quantum Learning Machine (QLM) so you can efficiently simulate quantum circuits up to 20 qubits.

Write your own quantum processing methods
Thanks to myQLM’s plugin architecture you can create your own pre- and post-processing methods to optimize your quantum circuit vs. a specific target quantum technology for example.

Use it as a front-end to your Atos QLM
It is fully compatible with the Atos QLM: you can launch your myQLM programs on your organization’s Atos QLM to benefit from higher performances, larger simulation capabilities, and advanced features like quantum circuit optimizers and noisy simulators.

Collaborate with any other framework’s user
myQLM is a python package that is provided with open source interoperability connectors with frameworks such as Qiskit, Cirq, ProjectQ of Forest™. Write your own connectors with any existing or future framework to expand your community.
Active engagement in Quantum flagship initiatives

Atos QLM and Atos expertise today contribute to many European programs, notably the AQTION project (Advanced Quantum computing with Trapped IONS), the PASQuanS project (Programmable Atomic Atomic Large-Scale Quantum Simulation) and more recently the NEASQC project (NExt Applications of Quantum Computing).

To date, our research partners have successfully stabilized twenty qubits in an operational setting and fifty in an experimental setting. The systems known as Nosy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) accelerators tolerate certain disturbances and can display 50 to 100 qubits whose short periods of stability are enough to perform certain operations. Atos research activities on innovative Quantum computing architectures are part of the “Quantum Flagship” Initiative in the EU H2020 program. The Quantum Flagship is a large-scale initiative funded at the 1b € level on a 10-year timescale. Now, Atos is bringing its expertise on both Digital and Analog Quantum simulation.

AQTION project

Advanced quantum computing with trapped ions - aims at realizing a fully-automated iontrap quantum computer to solve scientific and commercially interesting problems beyond the capabilities of classical computers. The project led by the University of Innsbruck in consortium with other major academia and industry players, supports Atos’ commitment to develop a true 50-qubit quantum accelerator before 2023.

PASQuanS project

Programmable Atomic Large-Scale Quantum Simulation - intends to create the welladvanced neutral atom and ion based quantum simulation platforms up to 500 atoms, far beyond both the state-of-the-art and the reach of classical computation. Within this project led by Max Planck Institute of Munich and Institut D’Optique Graduate School, Atos is in charge of the application part with key European industrial partners like Total, Bosch, Airbus, French EDF, and Siemens.

NEASQC project

NEASQC’s ambition is to prepare European businesses for the age of quantum computing by exploring a wide selection of industrial and financial use cases, and associated algorithms, compatible with NISQ computers, the first quantum systems to be available in the near future. Atos will coordinate and work hand-in-hand with the 11 other partners, leading industrial end-users and academic experts from 8 European countries, to initiate an active European community around NISQ Quantum Computing.

QLSI

Atos also takes part in the QLSI (Quantum Large Scale Integration in Silicon) H2020 project. The objective of QLSI is to demonstrate that silicon spin qubits are a compelling platform for scaling to very large numbers of qubits.

NASNIQ

In addition, Atos is leading Nasniq industry committee with the “Quantronic” group from the Condensed State Physics Department (SPEC, CEA-CNRS, Paris-Saclay), who are pioneers in the knowledge and control of quantum information, this group founded the so-called Cooper pair box circuit that has led to superconducting quantum bits which are used today. This committee will address several challenges related to:

- Design and test new types of qubits and better control quantum coherence: Specialist teams are working to control quantum coherence by developing more robust quantum bits
- Quantum software for hybrid qubits: Atos will provide its expertise in quantum software and algorithms, as well as in numerical simulation, for the development of new software relevant for qubits carried by a nuclear spin.

In 2016, Atos through Worldline attended to NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology – US Department of Commerce) process aimed to develop new cryptography standards. These new standards will be used as quantum resistant counterparts to existing standards, including digital signature schemes specified in Federal Information Processing Standards Publication (FIPS) 186 and key establishment schemes specified in NIST Special Publications (SP) 800-56 A and B. The process is referred to as post-quantum cryptography standardization. The standards will be published as Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPSs) or Special Publications (SPs). Three Public-key Encryption or Key-establishment Algorithms submitted to NIST standardization process on postquantum cryptography reached the second round of NIST process and are still in assessment by NIST.

3 Public-key Encryption or Key-establishment Algorithms were submitted by Atos and Worldline to NIST standardization process on post-quantum cryptography

**BIKE** is a codebased key encapsulation suite based on QC-MDPC (Quasi-Cyclic Moderate Density Parity-Check) codes.

**HQC (Hamming Quasi-Cyclic)** is a code-based public key encryption scheme designed to provide security against attacks by both classical and quantum computers. It uses quasi-cyclic codes as well as BCH codes.

**RQC** is a codebased public key encryption scheme designed to provide security against attacks by both classical and quantum computers. It uses ideal codes as well as Gabidulin codes.

When NIST will announce in the 2022/2024 period its standards for Public-key Encryption and Keyestablishment Algorithms, Atos will implement them into its range of Trustway Cyber Security products of which Trustway IP Encryptor and Trustway Proteccio Hardware Security Module developed with many European MoD and now recognized by EU restricted and NATO agreements.

All mentions made in this SOD could be checked on Internet through this set of URLs

https://qt.eu/
https://neasqc.eu/
https://bikesuite.org/#spec
http://pqc-hqc.org/
http://pqc-rqc.org/
About Atos

Atos is a global leader in digital transformation with 110,000 employees in 73 countries and annual revenue of €11 billion.

European number one in Cloud, Cybersecurity and High-Performance Computing, the Group provides end-to-end Orchestration Hybrid Cloud, Big Data, Business Applications and Digital Workplace solutions. The group is the Worldwide Information Technology Partner for the Olympic & Paralympic Games and operates under the brands Atos, Atos Syntel, and Unify. Atos is a SE (Societas Europaea), listed on the CAC40 Paris stock index.

The purpose of Atos is to help design the future of the information technology space. Its expertise and services support the development of knowledge, education as well as multicultural and pluralistic approaches to research that contribute to scientific and technological excellence. Across the world, the group enables its customers, employees and collaborators, and members of societies at large to live, work and develop sustainably and confidently in the information technology space.

Find out more about us
atos.net
atos.net/careers

Let's start a discussion together

Aspen Systems Inc. is Atos’ Official Partner for QLM Consulting and Distribution in North America.

Contact us today to inquire about the Atos Quantum Learning Machine and other Atos products.
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